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After many hours of playing at different conventions we thought it is time for a small thank you in form
of some more advanced rules for Interstellar Mayhem.
The base rules stay mostly unchanged. The whole turn order stays the same as do rules for recharging,
recalibrating and hitting. Now you have the opportunity to act in the phase of the current active player, if you have any Speed- or Firepower-dice left and ramming ships has been made less effective.
We wish you lots of fun with the free advanced rules:

Determine Spawnpoint
if while rolling for your spawnpoint the spawn point is already taken you may take the next free spawn
point instead of rerolling in the following order: 1 -> 2 -> 3 -> 4 -> 5 -> 6 -> 1 -> ...

Mark dice already used
To show that you used a die we suggest pushing the die above (or below) the corresponding field.
If you used a Speed-die for rotating you should also rotate it by 45°.

Overwatch
You may fire your weapons on another players ship while it is his turn. You need to have at least one
Firepower-die left unused. if the enemy ship ends one of his Speed-die movements in the line of fire (rotation of an enemy ship in line of fire is not sufficient). The attacking player takes as many White dice
as he likes to a maximum number of his unused Firepower-dice and makes an attack roll. He may repeat
this after any completed enemy Speed-die movement as long as he has any unused Firepower-dice left.
used Firepower-dice have to be turned down by one point like in the base rules and cannot be used again
until the players next turn.

advanced ramming rules
instead of ending the movement before a rammed object, a ship ramming an object has to move one hexfield behind the object. if there are any further objects the ship rams these as well. for every object
the player and the rammed object take the damage of the Speed-die which was used to ram. A player may
use one of his rotations for every single object to evade and take no damage.

Evasion
As soon as an enemy ship wants to ram another players ship, the target‘s Ship player may spend one rotation to evade. he needs an unspend rotation for this. If he chooses to spend it, the ship evades the enemy
and none of them take ramming damage. The active player always tells first, if he wants to evade or ram.
Only after the active player declined to evade may the targeted ship choose to evade.

Group Combat
When playing with four or six experienced players we suggest to play in 2 or 3 groups against each
other. The goal of the game is to score 5 killcounters as a group. Any Killcounter which has to be spend
must be taken from the groups kill counters if possible.

